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ARTICLE INFO                          ABSTRACT 
 

The amount of money used to purchase spare parts that are kept in storage may represent a 
substantial opportunity cost, therefore it could be allocated in process improvements, resulting in 
better efficiency and bigger profits. Then, this article, besides presenting a literature review about 
spare parts storage accounting, it shows that the opportunity cost might represent up to 40% of 
the value of the spare part. 
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INTRODUÇÃO 

With an intense globalization in the economy, the competition among 
products (either durables or non-durables goods) are increasing 
considerably, motivating the companies to improve their productivity, 
efficiency and quality (Biehl, 2015). One of the main sectors inside of 
the industries segment is the maintenance, which is responsible to 
maintain the reliability of the machines and this way to collaborate 
increasing efficiency and productivity of the company. Then, seeking 
this efficiency, several maintenance strategies have been utilized 
throughout the years. However, despite of their importance, this paper 
will focus on the Total Productive Maintenance (TPM). This method 
has as its main goal the reduction of losses related to production 
processes and administrative processes. In other words, it aims the 
continuous improvement of the processes, lowering expenses and 
making the product more competitive in the market (Junior, 2012). 
The industries that use the TPM strategy should evaluate the 
production costs, such as supplies, labour or equipment maintenance. 
To preserve the machines working in their expected productivity, 
spare parts are stored to ensure the minimum down-time, that is, the 
period when the processes are halted (Da silva, Madeira, 2004). 
Freitas (Freitas, 2004), on the other hand, presents another 
functionality for storages as production flow and sales, aiming to 
create independent processes in the factory, enabling each one of 
them to pursue higher efficiency. The management for spare parts 
storage, then, should be done with wisdom, considering that non-

managed warehouses may diminish the profits, either caused by the 
total amount spent on spare parts or the 
 
 
 
reduction in the net profit by maintenance costs caused by the lack of 
the parts (Freitas, 2004). In order to obtain a profitability analysis of 
the company about the factors that it depends on – as sales, 
purchases, storage and expenses – there is an area of study called 
financial accounting and, according to Neves and Viceconti 
(Viceconti, 2009), its purpose is to manage the financials of the 
company, aside from presenting the profits and earnings made by 
operation. There are, in the field of accounting, some words that 
should be comprehended to enhance the understanding of this article, 
which are: expense, direct and indirect costs. Expense, as presented 
by Neves and Viceconti (Viceconti, 2009), is “cession of an asset 
with the purpose to obtain a good or service, represented by the 
deliver or deal to deliver good or rights (usually money)”. In this 
way, it is possible to say that the firm purchases, through a financial 
commitment, a good or service needed by the company (Rosa, 2010). 
Neves and Viceconti (Viceconti, 2009) categorize the expense in 3 
types: investments, direct and indirect costs. The investment is “an 
expense with a good or service that is measured by its life cycle or 
from its benefits assigned to future periods”. The direct cost present 
by Silva et. al. (2019) is essential to the company, since it embraces 
the transformation process of a raw material to a final product or the 
development of a service. It is the type of expense that is used to 
produce a product or a service, in other words, it is linked directly to 
the production. On the other hand, the indirect cost has no direct 
connection to the production of a good or the creation of a service. 
An example of this type is the amount spent with salaries of an 
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administrative area of the firm. Ribeiro, (Ribeiro, 2018), in order to 
distinguish direct and indirect costs, define them as follows “the 
direct cost composes the product, it goes to storage and increases the 
current assets; the indirect one reduces the profit, it goes to the results 
and diminishes equity”. There are many ways to manage the storage 
and their goal are to “balance the maintenance storage, acquisition 
and lack costs, obtaining the minimum total costs”, says Rabelo 
(2009). These models vary according to the product that is stored, 
with the demand profiles from their clients, market field on which the 
company plays a role and others (Correia, 2016). In (Figure 1) is 
shown an illustration about how should be achieved this minimum 
cost.  
 

 
 

Figure 1. Costs vs. purchase orders. Made by Rabelo [9] 
 

The figure indicates the indirect proportion played by the purchase 
orders and, by consequence, items bough versus the acquisition costs. 
In other words, when increasing the amount of purchase orders, the 
quantity of items will also increase and at the same time, the 
acquisition costs reduce it following the concept that the as bigger is 
the quantity purchased as lower would be the acquisition costs. 
Adding to that, the cost of not having a spare part (lack cost) 
diminishes as higher the number of parts in storage. However, as 
higher the quantity requested for purchases, the maintenance cost of 
storage becomes elevated, after all there will be more parts to be 
stored that should be maintained in good conditions for use. 
Therefore, considering the complexity of management of a 
warehouse, it has been performed a research regarding spare parts 
storage related to electrical, electronics and instrumentation in a 
crushing soy industry located in Campo Mourão, interior of state of 
Paraná, Brazil. In addition to that, with the acquired data, it will be 
shown the opportunity cost of some items in order to demonstrate 
optimization idea regarding the management of the spare parts 
storage. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Material: The electronics maintenance department of the soy 
crushing industry holds a spreadsheet containing all spare parts that 
have been bought in order to follow up and keep track of the entire 
processes, since its purchase until the delivery, ensuring that it arrives 
within the specified deadline (usually determined by the buyer). This 

data (Error! Reference source not found.) has 

purchases orders since 2017 and, currently, it embraces more 1600 
items. So, through this document, it is possible to verify the inventory 

turnover. With this spreadsheet shown on (Error! Reference 
source not found.), it is possible to detect the items that had 

a high or low inventory turnover. It was defined a criterion that only 
spare parts that had been purchased more than 3 times were included 

in the (Error! Reference source not found.). On 

the first column (called CPD), it is displayed the code that identifies 
every item inside the company’s storage system. 
 
Methods: Aiming to optimize the management of the storage in this 
industry, the given study has been classified as applied with an 

exploratory and quantity approach (Gil, 2011). This article is a study 
case developed in a crushing soy industry, on which the data was 
obtained in the electronics maintenance department and shown on 

(Error! Reference source not found.). Below is 

described some of the variables of the (Error! Reference 
source not found.). 

 Storage items: it is the amount that was received and made 
available in the storage on the last delivery. 

 Average/unit: this value, shown in Reais (R$), is given by 
ERP System (Enterprise Resource Planning) considering 
the average price that was purchased this item per unit. 

 Total value storage: it is the amount, in Reais (R$), 
expressed by the quantity in storage multiplied by its price 
average of each spare part. 

 Inventory turnover per unit: given in days, is calculated by 
the difference between the last two deliveries of this item, 
divided by the quantity of items. This way, the value 
displayed is the number of days that is necessary to 
consume an unit of the item. It is important to mention that 
the period between the purchase order until the delivery it is 
not being considered in the calculation.  

 
Future storage value: the amount shown on this column, in Reais 
(R$), is calculated by ����������� = ������������(1 + �)�, where � 
represents the inventory turnover per unit and � is the interest rate that 
is obtained financial resources, in another words, the opportunity rate. 
For this example, was considered 
� = 2,25%	���	����	��	0,074%	���	���, which is the Selic rate, that is 
controlled by Central Bank of Brazil. Besides that, the variation of � 
has not been considered. In the cases that the quantity stored was 
bigger than 5 units, it has been separated the calculus of the future 
value of each item, in other words, the present value was diminished 
by 1 for each �, ensuring, in this way, the error margin has been 
diminished considerably. For instance, a spare part that has 10 units 
in the storage, will be calculated by: 

 

�� = �� ∗ 10	(1 + �)�∗�� + �� ∗ 9	(1 + �)�∗� + �� ∗ 8	(1 + �)�∗�

+ ⋯+ ��(1 + �)� 
 

Below it is shown how it is obtained the future value of the CPD 
(initials for the code for each item in storage) 991228: 

 

�� = ��(1 + �)� 
�� = 	4063,57 ∗ 2 ∗ 	(1 + 0,074%)���,�∗� 
�� = 8127,14	(1,00074)��� 
�� = 8127,14	(1,281214238) = 10412,61 
 
Opportunity cost: it is the difference, in Reais (R$), between total 
value and the future value.  
 

With (Error! Reference source not found.), it is 
possible to check the influence for each CPD between total value 

storage and its future value. Then, on (Error! Reference 
source not found.), it is shown the relation between the future 
value of each CPD and its average price. It is also displayed the ratio 
between the opportunity cost and average price. 
 

To explain how was obtained the data above on (Error! 
Reference source not found.), is used CPD 1137730 and 

its data on (Error! Reference source not found.). 
 

����������������� =
7333,48

105323,40
= 6,96%	 

 

������������������ =
12507,79

133245
= 9,39% 
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��������������������������� = 1 −
12507,79

7333,48
= 41

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

From the data obtained on the last chapter, it is possible to say that 
the opportunity cost was R$ 28.000,00 (around U$ 5.300,00), 
considering 18 items contained on Table 1. Correlating this value to 
the present value of the storage, it has been spent 26,5
value with opportunity cost.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 
 

CPD* Storage items 
(unit) 

Average 
price/unit (R$)

1269569 10 R$      64,16
1269577 10 R$      23,35
991252 1 R$    973,69
1143611 5 R$ 1.576,10
1147730 11 R$    666,68
1050850 1 R$ 6.099,00
1251236 2 R$ 2.359,83
1278894 2 R$ 7.239,00
1286617 2 R$ 3.786,00
1251791 10 R$ 1.910,26
1249568 1 R$ 3.855,60
1215019 5 R$    554,55
930504 20 R$    130,03
991228 2 R$ 4.063,57
1005537 2 R$    408,99
1029835 15 R$    385,00
1062603 6 R$ 1.515,01
1261550 1 R$ 1.808,74
Total  

 
Table 2. Relations between average price and opportunity cost.

 
CPD Total value in 

storage (%) 
Placing by 
total value

1251791 18,14% 1 
1278894 13,75% 2 
1062603 8,63% 3 
991228 7,72% 4 
1143611 7,48% 5 
1286617 7,19% 6 
1147730 6,96% 7 
1050850 5,79% 8 
1029835 5,48% 9 
1251236 4,48% 10 
1249568 3,66% 11 
1215019 2,63% 12 
930504 2,47% 13 
1261550 1,72% 14 
1008668 1,37% 15 
1005537 0,78% 17 
1269569 0,61% 18 
1269577 0,22% 19 
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41,37%	 

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

From the data obtained on the last chapter, it is possible to say that 
the opportunity cost was R$ 28.000,00 (around U$ 5.300,00), 
considering 18 items contained on Table 1. Correlating this value to 
the present value of the storage, it has been spent 26,5% of the total 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Analysing Table 1 can be noticed that the spare parts 
opportunity cost than the others are related due total amount in 
storage (usually below the average of R$ 5.000,00). However, this 
cost was not influenced by its low inventory turnover, which was 

higher than 80 days (mean obtained in (

not found.)). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 2. Follow-up of purchased items 
 

Table 1. Opportunity cost of present storage 

Average 
price/unit (R$) 

Total value 
storage (R$) 

Inventory 
storage/unit (days) 

Future value (R$)

R$      64,16 R$        641,60 10,7 R$       692,23
R$      23,35 R$        233,50 12,39 R$       254,58
R$    973,69 R$        973,69 45 R$    1.006,65
R$ 1.576,10 R$     7.880,50 10,35 R$    8.188,02
R$    666,68 R$     7.333,48 84,1 R$   12.507,79
R$ 6.099,00 R$     6.099,00 62 R$    6.385,23
R$ 2.359,83 R$     4.719,66 119 R$    5.628,21
R$ 7.239,00 R$   14.478,00 84,5 R$   16.405,95
R$ 3.786,00 R$     7.572,00 151,4 R$    9.473,01
R$ 1.910,26 R$   19.102,60 65,5 R$   28.583,86
R$ 3.855,60 R$     3.855,60 154 R$    4.320,82
R$    554,55 R$     2.772,75 40,2 R$    3.217,24
R$    130,03 R$     2.600,60 31,2 R$    3.810,53
R$ 4.063,57 R$     8.127,14 167,5 R$   10.412,61
R$    408,99 R$        817,98 112,25 R$       965,75
R$    385,00 R$     5.775,00 8 R$    6.288,53

1.515,01 R$     9.090,06 58 R$   11.480,33
R$ 1.808,74 R$     1.808,74 68,5 R$    1.902,75

R$ 105.323,40  R$ 133.245,00

Relations between average price and opportunity cost. 

Placing by 
total value 

Future value in 
storage (%) 

Placing by 
future value 

Ratio opport. cost 
and avg. price (%)

21,45% 1 33,17% 
12,31% 2 11,75% 
8,62% 4 20,82% 
7,81% 5 21,95% 
6,15% 7 3,76% 
7,11% 6 20,07% 
9,39% 3 41,37% 
4,79% 8 4,48% 
4,72% 9 8,17% 

 4,22% 10 16,14% 
 3,24% 11 10,77% 
 2,41% 13 13,82% 
 2,86% 12 31,75% 
 1,43% 14 4,94% 
 1,29% 15 16,24% 
 0,72% 17 15,30% 
 0,52% 18 7,31% 
 0,19% 19 8,28% 
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Analysing Table 1 can be noticed that the spare parts that had a lower 
opportunity cost than the others are related due total amount in 
storage (usually below the average of R$ 5.000,00). However, this 
cost was not influenced by its low inventory turnover, which was 

higher than 80 days (mean obtained in (Error! Reference source 

 

Future value (R$) Opportunity cost 
(R$) 

R$       692,23 R$        50,63 
R$       254,58 R$        21,08 
R$    1.006,65 R$        32,96 
R$    8.188,02 R$      307,52 
R$   12.507,79 R$   5.174,31 
R$    6.385,23 R$      286,23 
R$    5.628,21 R$      908,55 
R$   16.405,95 R$   1.927,95 
R$    9.473,01 R$   1.901,01 
R$   28.583,86 R$   9.481,26 
R$    4.320,82 R$      465,22 
R$    3.217,24 R$      444,49 
R$    3.810,53 R$   1.209,93 
R$   10.412,61 R$   2.285,47 
R$       965,75 R$      147,77 
R$    6.288,53 R$      513,53 
R$   11.480,33 R$   2.390,27 
R$    1.902,75 R$        94,01 
R$ 133.245,00 R$ 27.921,60 

Ratio opport. cost 
and avg. price (%) 

Placing opport. cost 
and avg. price 

2 
11 
5 
4 

18 
6 
1 

17 
14 
8 

12 
10 
3 

16 
7 
9 

15 
13 
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This way, when the total value in storage is significant (above the 
average of R$ 5.000,00), the opportunity cost might be high, mostly 
if the inventory turnover is low. This is evident analysing the CPD 

1147730 shown in (Error! Reference source not found.), 
where the future value is nearly 41% of the total amount in the 
current escrow. This means that only with this expense, it could be 
purchased, at least, 7 more pieces of this CPD.  
Even though some items might have small average value, as the CPD 

930504 (only the 13º bigger value, as demonstrated in (Error! 
Reference source not found.)) the future value of this 
spare part is nearly 32% of the present value. Thus, with this amount 
of opportunity cost, it is possible to buy 9 more items as this one. 
Hence, with a better management of the warehouse, it can be 
achieved a considerable saving on money, even with lower value 
parts. The opportunity cost of the CPD 930504 is due the quantity 
that was storage, which was 20 pieces, and by its inventory turnover 
for each item, calculated as 31 days. In another words, if this statistic 
had been kept, it would take 620 days or 1 year and a half to use all 
parts. Therefore, there is an excess of this CPD in the warehouse and 
it should be created a criterion to check how many pieces should be 
purchased. Besides that, the criterion is required, after all, if there are 
an excessive amount of spare parts in storage, the maintenance 
storage cost increases dramatically, causing more losses, as shown on 
Figure 1. Nowadays, one of the main reasons to buy and storage a 
large quantity of items is the large lead time (time between the 
request and delivery of the material), which is 50 days in average, 
with a standard deviation of 30 days. So, there are spare parts that are 
delivered 80 days after the request. Through Table 1, it is possible to 
verify that the average between the ratio of the price average and the 
opportunity cost is, for each item, 15,4%. Then, considering that the 
warehouse of this branch of the company has almost 28 thousand 
items registered, total value of 21 million of Reais and that the 
opportunity cost is 15,4% for each spare part, the amount spent with 
this type of cost is 3,3 million of Reais, almost 558 thousand US 
Dollars. Even though this cost is high, when the process is not 
running due a lack of a spare part in storage to repair a machine the 
company loses almost R$ 1.500,00 per hour. So, in another words, if 
the process is stopped for 10 hours, the losses of the company for this 
example are more than R$ 15.000,00 (equivalent to US$ 3.000,00 
considering the current exchange rate).  Despite that, in normal 
operational conditions the company could have more than R$ 
75.000,00 (around US$ 14.000,00) in profits considering the same 
period. Theni, n order to achieve the best trade-off from the 
opportunity, the maintenance and the lack costs, the author propose 
an implementation of a system based on fuzzy logic to manage a 
warehouse. Thus, this system would evaluate if a spare part should be 
kept in storage and, if affirmative, it will provide the minimum 
quantity. The proposal of the author considers the criticality of an 
item, its cost, lead time and inventory turnover. The scope of this 
project will be delimited for only spare parts that are used in 
maintenances of machines, mainly by their high values. The project 
will not consider the maintenance storage cost and purchases 
services. Likewise, lead time will be considered constant. This system 
will be implemented directly on MATLAB® platform, in which will 
be possible to test the system proposed for management storage of the 
crushing soy industry. 

CONCLUSION 

The main goal of the article was to demonstrate, principally, an 
estimation of the opportunity cost that this soy crushing industry has. 
Therefore, this goal has been achieved, as it was pointed out that the 
opportunity cost is about 3 million of Reais (558 thousand US 

Dollars), value that could be used as investments to improve process 
efficiency. Through this article it could be shown that, for some items 
of author’s research, the quantity in storage exceeds the real needs, 
increasing expenses of maintenance storage, aside from the 
opportunity cost.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thus, this research can contribute to the company, enhancing its 
efficiency, as soon as could be developed a criterion of evaluation for 
purchases of spare parts. In this way, it will be possible to reduce the 
total spare parts that are in storage, decreasing costs. As well, as 
mentioned from the author, it is feasible the development of a system 
based in fuzzy logic to identify the needs of items in storage and its 
minimum quantity. Then, with the output given by the system, 
hopefully a comparison of the current number of parts in storage and 
the value given by the system can be established, in a way that either 
the money is being allocated in items that could be reduced or that 
could be cut out, enabling the possibility to purchase parts that should 
be constant in the storage. 
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